The 110T Lamp is completely weather proof and intended for use out of doors. *However, it should not be placed within five (5) feet of a swimming pool.* Maximum 60 Watt Tuffskin bulbs are recommended for use around a swimming pool, so that if they are broken the glass will remain inside the vinyl coating.

The shade can be cleaned by spraying it lightly with a mixture of bleach and water and then rinsing it with clear water. The lamp is best maintained by wiping it frequently with a soft cleanser (Soft Scrub) followed by a light coating of furniture polish (Pledge).

**IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS**

**CAUTION:** TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK, DO NOT USE THIS (POLARIZED) PLUG WITH AN EXTENSION CORD, RECEPTACLE OR OTHER OUTLET, UNLESS THE BLADES CAN BE FULLY INSERTED TO PREVENT BLADE EXPOSURE.

**ATTENTION:** POUR PREVENIR LES CHOCS ELECTRIQUES NE PAS UTILISER CETTE FICHE POLARISEE AVEC UN PROLONGATEUR, UNE PRISE DE COURANT OU UNE AUTRE SORTIE DE COURANT, SAUF SI LES LAMES PEUVENT ETRE INSEREES A FOND SANS EN LAISSER AUCUNE PARTIE A DECOUVERT.
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